
              Centurion Decade of the fourth cycle of the
Emperor's year – Kashimai

              Venoshia 3 - 
              It's been 10,000 years since the Unified Earth Alliance had been established.  20,000 years 
since humanity has taken to the stars to fight overcrowding, petty warfare and human created 
famine and disease. Multiple solar systems had been claimed, fought for and settled in the name of 
the old countries for which they represent. The Empire of the Human Race was teetering on the 
brink of all out civil war and rebellion... until now. 
              On the last planet on what was supposed to be the first system of multicultural existence an
ancient alien people are discovered to have existed. An alien race older than humanity had lived 
here and told of a great catastrophic event that had occurred and could happen again. However, little
did they know that supporters of the malignant beings of the previous incarnation of the universe 
still existed. They waited for aeons in the shadows to act and were almost on the brink of extinction 
until the discovery on Venoshia 3. In a last ditch bid for power, a cult of those beings that began on 
old Earth quietly waited for an opportunity. Then, as if the Elder Gods that they worshipped had 
heard them – a key was found. A device that once activated called across the fabric of time and 
space and not only activated its twin in another dimension, but awoke the ancient evil that is the 
Elder Ones or Elder Gods ruled by Cthulu. 
              Now, the race is on for a small group of Unified Earth Rangers and Special Forces to find 
and destroy a total of 52 keys in 30 days before a great gate is opened and the host of dark forces 
led by the Elder God Ammutseba would once again spill forth into our universe and destroy all in 
their path. Everything depends on Sergeant Arthur MacReady, Captain Pisti Aklonkonous, the alien 
beings – a Quartal named Ahk – Setnusam and her half – dragon and half – gryphon friend 
Ornaclan and the people in their command to navigate an entire planet, survive armies of horrific 
creatures and human collaborators and stop this ancient evil.  


